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Virtual Welcome to our Educational Warriors  

The management, staff, and faculty of BHIS-K had a virtual hand-holding session on 26th 

May 2020 where they welcomed 2.0 of the Academic Year 2020-21. This virtual meeting 

was also a formal welcome for the new faculty members who had joined the team of edu-

cators to help hold the vision of BHIS-K high. The session was chaired by the chairperson 

Mr.Yasir Nainar,  the deputy Chairperson/Director Ms.Asma Nainar and the Principal 

Ms.Chitra Ramachandran along with the Coordinators and Teacher- Incharge. The key 

functionaries shared their words of encouragement to the teaching community and moti-

vated them to put their best foot forward in providing the best for their students. What fol-

lowed next was a series of teacher training workshops. Read on to know more about it.   
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 Responding to the Lockdown with Resources 

Unique challenges require unique solutions. To bolster our response to the unique           

challenges of online learning we roped in an eminent educator, Dr. Sumangala T. P. from the 

prestigious Vellore Institute of Technology to present a webinar on the topic E-resources 

During the Pandemic'.  Dr. Sumangala acquired her Ph.D. in physics from the Indian         

Institute of Technology, Bombay. Her research interests include chemical sensing and mag-

netic materials. The webinar conducted by her for our teachers last week was quite insight-

ful. She opened the doors for us to the national digital library of India. We were impressed 

with the vast repository of resources in that portal. Though some of us were aware of certain 

external links pertaining to simulations and animations, we did not know NDLI was one of 

a kind desi one-stop-shop for many resources. Her views on the 'best practices with ICT 

tools' was well appreciated. She enlightened us on how to conduct engaging online tests and 

give assignments. All in all the webinar was informative and an engaging one for all the 

teachers. 

I am an educator  and I am proud 

If you have ever had the privilege of seeing a student smile, rejoicing in the ‘'wow’ moment in a 

child’s eye, or simply being their favourite person in the whole wide world, then you know just 
how enriching teaching can be. Our educators are adapting to a host of new challenges during this 
pandemic. They have embraced the present situation with positivity and used it as a growth oppor-
tunity. To empower them with a sense of       
belonging and to foster a strong community in 

this new normal, the school organised a      
wellness webinar for the teachers titled "The 
pride of  being a teacher''. This e-session was 
helmed by Ms. Sheela Sanjeevi, Founder - 
Coach of Sunny Side, a learning development 

entity,  having over 30 years of rich experience 
in the field of Education. The two-hour session was a  testament to the many advantages of        
interactive group discussions. Ms. Sheela's lively anecdotes and mini song interludes kept the 
teachers enthralled. Her session had several short stories infusing the teachers with warmth and 
pride in being a teacher. The session helped participants strengthen their positive attitude and ex-

hibit a warm, happy disposition in every situation. The webinar wound up with a positive            
affirmation of continuing to making an impact of epic proportions. 
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 Learning Summit for the Leaders of BHIS-K  

The ability to learn is the most important quality a leader can have and the leadership board of 
BHIS-K is made of such leaders. Mr.Cyril Anand, Chairperson of Vivarthana Ventures conduct-
ed a virtual leadership workshop "Why is a leader a leader?”- on 27th May 2020. This workshop 
saw Mr.Cyril addressing the key areas to focus on during leadership development. He then went 
on to explain the tools and techniques to know oneself and others and that gave way to an inter-

esting discussion on communication styles and how to collaborate with people using this as a 
primary medium. It was indeed a very interactive and uplifting session for our leaders. 

Technophobe to Technophile 

Learning new skills has its own set of perks which brings success and helps us become a better 
version of ourselves. 

We gain a lot by learning a new skill, it just hones the previous skills and introduces us to new 
colours of life. Schools across the world are adjusting their curriculum and teaching methods to 
this new dynamic. The transition surfaces questions about engaging students in a virtual envi-
ronment as well as concerns about ensuring best practices are upheld. To better understand these 

changes our management had arranged a workshop on Microsoft teams, PowerPoint animation, 
and Interactive worksheets for their educators with their in-house talents Mr.Jilson, 
Ms.Praveena, and Ms.Cynthiya. This workshop empowered educators to successfully imple-
ment technology-enhanced teaching practices. 
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Online Mania 

From desk work to board meetings, from summits to       

seminars, from conferences to classrooms the world has     
undergone a paradigm shift as in from being physically     
present to virtually present. We teachers, the pillars of       
education, are on an exploratory mode to find ways and 

means of educating our students in the most desirable and 
engaging way. We can see the teachers in these pictures 
here, exchanging ideas, grooming their performances, and 
trying out different online platforms and methodologies via 
demo sessions. 

 

Lockdown and learning for teachers!  

This lockdown came with several challenges, as you all know. During this time our kindergarten 
teachers attended virtual training sessions conducted by Kangaroo Kids Experts and the sessions 
were a great learning experience for them. It was on the topic “What to expect when you are vir-
tual schooling”. It was an interactive session and our teachers learned about how to engage 
learners in a virtual class and the ABC’s of virtual schooling. 

Another session was on the topic of “Facilitating Virtual Learning”. Through this, our teachers 
came to know the pattern of conducting an online class with the children and to make the ses-
sion more interactive in different ways. It covered various aspects which will help our educators 
to serve Education and not just literacy during this virtual learning time. This was an eye-
opening and confidence giving session for all the teachers who were in a dilemma on how to 
conduct online classes with the tiny tots. The trainers explained a variety of teaching methods 
that can be adapted to a virtual class and engage children using their household materials. They 
ended with the training session to make the virtual classes a KISSable (Kinesthetic, Interactive 
and Interesting, Short and Simple, Short term goals) experience for the learners. 

Our kindergarten teachers are eagerly waiting to see their young learners virtually and to make 
this academic year fill with several memories. 

 

 


